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ABSTRACT
During the 19th century, debates emerged about children’s access to the world in
the context of a romantic notion of childhood innocence. The juvenile literature of the
period expressed this debate, in particular in the way it addressed the issue of slavery.
As an amoral institution, slavery conflicted with the ideal of the innocent white child and
denied innocence to the black child. Abolitionist and pro-slavery children’s literature
approached this issue in different ways. By the second period of American history
revolving around race, the Civil Rights Movement, the emphasis on sheltered innocence
began to decline, with a new focus on the child as an activist for social and political
change. The new literature of the 1960s approached the child as an agent, exposing
children to cultural realities and truths. This thesis explores the shifts in these notions of
childhood innocence from the Civil War era to the civil rights era through the lens of
juvenile literature about slavery and race.
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Introduction

During the early 19th century, the child’s status in society was redefined. No
longer was the child viewed as a small adult, but the child was a unique being who
needed to be treated and taught in new ways particular to his or her age. The child’s
delicacy led to a new focus on wondrous childhood innocence, not only on sheltering the
child from negativity but in preserving, even enhancing, the child’s inborn godliness.1
The traditional religious doctrine associating the child with inherent sinfulness was
abandoned altogether, especially in reform religious circles, as the white child took on “a
sentimental value that was enhanced by his association with moral and social reform”
during the 19th century.2 This new value placed on the child led to questions about how
to appropriately teach children. How do we present the un-innocent world to the
innocent child? Should children be exposed to cultural truths, or should we present them
with an oversimplified, sheltered view of reality in order to preserve their innocence?
Children’s literature that moved beyond moral didacticism emerged as an
individual field in the early 19th century, likely in response to the emergence of the child
as a separate, respected being and therefore a separate, individual readership.3 This
literature held cultural and educational power that could either pass down traditions of the
dominant culture or encourage children to become agents for social change. Children’s
literature was central to educating and fostering the child’s understanding of the world.
However, this literature was written with clear political agendas driven by adult interests.
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The literature either worked as a tool to teach children to reinforce societal norms or a
tool to lead the child to represent social progression. Adults on both sides of the political
spectrum used childhood innocence as a political platform.
In the United States, the topics of race and slavery are central to the debate about
what defines appropriate knowledge for children. Today, slavery and racism violate
notions of sheltered childhood innocence, yet at the same time teaching children about
these topics provides them with an important awareness that is necessary for change in
order to move forward. There is a portion of children’s literature that reveals societal
perceptions about race and slavery, navigating between boundaries of societal stability
and societal progress by drawing from Southern, Northern, and abolitionist perspectives.
Above all, America is a nation founded on race, and childhood is where the
differences between blacks and whites begin to guide how we see American society. As
she discusses the inconsistencies of American identity in her book, Cradle of Liberty
(2006), Caroline Levander explains that “color continues to operate as a powerful
organizing principle of US national identity,” adding that “the child’s role in instantiating
race as an integral, enduring, and complicating element of US national identity creates a
crucial context for understanding its enduring cultural power.”4 We cannot eradicate
racism if we do not teach children about the wrongs of racism, and much of this teaching
comes from literature designed for children. Literature that approaches race and slavery
can either teacher children to reinforce white supremacy or serve as agents of change to
overcome the racism of past generations. Children’s literature held an important role in
both the abolitionist cause and Civil Rights Movement, as the medium holds a particular
cultural power to prompt sympathy and influence change. The platform of childhood
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innocence serves a range of political positions when it comes to teaching children about
race and slavery. This range includes the abolitionist cause, the white supremacist
position, pro-slavery forces, and northern neutrality on the issues. Childhood innocence
is used as an argument for shielding children from the horrors of slavery, however at the
same time it is their innocence and purity that helps them be more accepting of African
Americans as equals and therefore work to transcend discrimination. That same
innocence justified hiding or sentimentalizing race and slavery in children’s stories,
eventually preparing children to accept and embrace it. Ultimately, children’s literature
held the power to either help progress or stagnate society in response to the issue of race.
The shifting definitions of innocence from the 19th century to the 20th century are
reflected in this literature in the context of slavery and civil rights. Civil War era
juvenile literature drew on notions of sheltering the child, with radical abolitionist writing
emphasizing romantic childhood innocence and the expression of charity toward the
slave. Civil rights era juvenile literature moved beyond shelter toward openness and the
concept of universal childhood, expanding books for children about African Americans;
however the continuing presence of racial discrimination in American society
compromised such notions, hovering around the inescapable reality of racial difference
even in childhood.
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Chapter 1
A Historiography: The Role of Children’s Literature in Addressing Slavery,
Race, and Childhood Innocence
The popularity of children’s literature emerged as a result of adult interests and
the new focus on the child’s role in America’s future. In her book, A Moral Tale (1975),
Anne MacLeod builds on the idea that during the early 19th century the child became the
central object of adult interest, which led to a specific literature for children. Previously,
schoolbooks were the only literature available to children, but the 19 th century, especially
post-1860, saw a stream of children’s fiction emerge.5 This fiction reflected adult
agendas and social opinions, created with an adult-centered focus on shaping children,
telling them how to behave and teaching them what to value. MacLeod calls the
children’s literature popular in society between 1820 and 1860 “preachy.” 6 This
literature provided children with a very limited view of reality, avoiding complicated and
unpleasant issues such as slavery and race. This tendency for oversimplification and an
evasion of unpleasant topics “negates the very essence of the value of literature to
children, for it can lead to the omission of those things that are of the greatest
importance” according to Sara Fenwick’s critique of the medium in A Critical Approach
to Children’s Literature (1967).7 The purpose of this approach of oversimplification was
to protect the child and preserve his innocence so that purity was not lost. Yet, in doing
so, important issues were dismissed and therefore valuable understanding lost.
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As part of the debate about childhood access to the world, an emerging romantic
notion of the child emerged. This romantic notion went beyond sheltering the child,
defining the child as godly, natural, and morally superior. This notion stems from
William Wordsworth, who proclaimed in his “Ode on the Intimations of Immorality from
Recollections of Early Childhood” (1804) that:
Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
Shades of prison-house begin to close
Upon the growing boy,
But he beholds the light, and whence it flows,
He sees it in his joy;
The Youth, who daily farther from the east
Must travel, still in Nature’s Priest
And by vision splendid
Is on his way attended;
At length the Man perceives it die away,
And fade into the light of common day. 8
Under this romantic view, the child was born not as a blank slate in need of sheltering,
but instead with an inborn, natural sympathy for the suffering of others. This naturalness
meant the child was close to God and therefore morally superior to adult to adults. The
child was full of wonder and delight. However, as the child grew older and “fade[d] into
the light of common day,” he lost that spark of wonderousness, becoming jaded and no
longer capable of outrage towards the sinful world.9 Thus, the romantic notion of
childhood innocence aimed to maintain this sense of wonder and godliness, which in turn
upheld the child’s natural sympathy, charity, and morality.
Several authors associated with children’s literature during the 19 th century drew
on idyllic and romanticized views of childhood. Horace Scudder, editor-in-chief of the
popular literary magazine The Atlantic Monthly in the 1890s and a supporter of Hans
Christian Andersen’s writing and similar children’s tales, emphasized the purity of
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childhood.10 In her book, Kiddie Lit (2003), literary scholar Beverly Lyon Clark explains
that in Scudder’s collections of essays called Childhood in Literature and Art, Scudder
argued that “his romantic view of childhood innocence is the one true view” and that the
greatest literature addressed the child’s delicacy. 11 In Scudder’s view, preserving the
child’s innocence and maintaining this idealized view of childhood was of utmost
importance to the production of literature. He believed children’s literature should be
“pure literature” that was close to God, which draws on the romantic notion of the godlike child.12 Under the romantic notion of childhood, the god-like moral purity of
children allowed children to redeem the wrongs of adults, and therefore literature
produced with this notion in mind could positively affect adults and society as a whole as
well.13
Another component of the debate about childhood innocence focused on the
question of sheltering the child. Ideas about sheltering the child stemmed from the
philosophies of John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who emphasized the need to
protect the child from public life and turmoil.14 Agnes Repplier, a common contributor to
the popular Atlantic Monthly, viewed children’s tales as a means of “keeping children in
their place” by shielding them from the realities faced by the adult world, as such realities
corrupted the child’s sanctity.15 Rather than introduce children to important issues and
encourage them to think on their own, those who promoted a sheltered view of childhood
preferred playful stories, such as Isaiah Thomas’s 19th century pirated versions of John
Newberry’s 18th century Mother Goose’s Melody (1785) and Tommy Thumb’s Song Book
(1744).16 These rhyme books were whimsical, coddling the child in order to maintain
sheltered innocence.
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A final view of innocence that emerged during the 19th century was a religious
notion that focused on cultivating innocent virtue. Sunday Schools and Christian
organizations taught children literature with religious themes. Prior to the 19th century,
the only fiction available to children was books found in Sunday School libraries.17
Children’s literature scholar Gillian Avery claims that such fiction reflected themes about
virtue. In her book, Behold the Child: American Children and Their Books 1621-1922
(1994), she provides the examples of The Lamplighter (1854) by Maria Susanna
Cummins’ and The Wide, Wide World (1849) by Susan Warner. Both stories tell the tale
of a young girl who is saved through Christian virtue and charity from others. 18 This idea
of virtue through charity was central to the religiously-centered notion of innocence
during the 19th century and connects closely to the romantic notion of innocence
emphasizing moral sympathy. The child’s virtue was cultivated through charity towards
those who were less fortunate. In particular, the cultivation of such virtue was important
in middle-class circles. In The Battle for Christmas (1996), Stephen Nissenbaum
explains the way parents of the upper and middle-classes had their children give to needy
children on Christmas through face-to-face charity. Jaded with their own presents, upper
and middle class children distributed presents to the poor, for example.19 Such actions
were thought to develop a more virtuous child who more closely represented the much
sought after wonderous child of Wordsworth’s romantic definition of innocence.
Although these notions of the romantic, sheltered, and virtuous child were largely
reflected in the literature of the 19th century, such notions did not fully define the
children’s literature of the period. Samuel Goodrich, author of the well-known Peter
Parley tales, opposed these highly romanticized and sheltered views of the child that
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dominated the production of children’s literature in much of the 19 th century, believing
that literature should be useful and teach children about the world around them.
Influenced by Maria Edgeworth in the 1820s, Goodrich was firmly against fairytales and
other playful literature, such as Newberry’s whimsical rhymes. Rationalists such as
Edgeworth and Goodrich asserted that such playful literature prevented progress.
Goodrich believed the purpose of literature was to present children with rational ideas
and address them as teachable beings. Goodrich’s Peter Parley series of books provided
children with information about the world and life across the globe.20 The series did not
approach the child as god-like or sheltered, but instead saw the child as one who could
and should be educated in order to become incorporated into and given access to the
larger world.
In the context of the Civil War and slavery, these debates about childhood access
to the world, differing notions of innocence, and the role of literature took on powerful
expression. Holly Keller’s article, “Juvenile Antislavery Narrative and Notions of
Childhood” (1996), recounts the way children’s literature approached the topic of
slavery. Keller argues that slavery itself destroys “the very sanctity of childhood.” 21
Slavery is a godless denial of childhood to the black child. The institution robs black
children of innocence and denies them shelter. Thus, the system of slavery does not fit in
a world with the innocent child at its center. The violence, injustice, and discrimination
associated with slavery violate childhood innocence and purity. The godless and violent
institution of slavery remained incompatible with the sheltered innocence that defined
white childhood at the time. For this reason, many Northern parents were hesitant to
expose their children to teachings about slavery.
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As a subset of the Northern population, abolitionists approached the topic of
slavery more radically, yet did not abandon the notion of sheltering the child completely.
Antislavery writing initially emerged in conjunction with the emphasis on moral
instruction for children, with the idea that the institution of slavery was a violation of
Christian morals and virtues. This literature focused on slavery as a moral wrong, urging
children to act charitably toward the slave, who was defined as a lesser being. In the
1830s and 1840s, schoolbooks and popular children’s fiction dealt with the reality of
slavery in a very gentle and roundabout manner. However, between 1825 and 1870,
antislavery societies began producing pamphlets and books for children about slavery on
their own and “the authors of these texts often urged their child readers to speak out
against slavery and in favor of abolition in their homes. This prompting was a clear
challenge to the moral authority of adults.” 22 Suggested challenges in this literature
included very drastic and even dangerous actions, such as assisting fugitive slaves or
giving money to antislavery causes.23 Children could challenge slavery because of their
godliness and wonderous innocence. In this way, children were morally superior to
adults. Upholding the child’s inborn sympathy towards the slaves, abolitionists drew
largely from this concept of romantic childhood innocence.
Most often though, abolitionist texts taught children to express sympathy towards
the slaves and revealed the horrors of slavery, with the idea that such teachings, coupled
with the child’s compassion, could lead the child to help redeem society. For example, in
the book The Young Abolitionists: or Conversations on Slavery (1848), author and
abolitionist writer J. Elizabeth Jones tells the story of a white abolitionist mother who
argues the wisdom of telling children about the real horrors of slavery because of the
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potential such a telling holds to transform society. The mother tells her young son,
Charlie, about the inhumanity the slaves in the South face, yet shows him there is hope
because of the way abolitionists want to help blacks and transform society. 24 This
societal transformation came in the form of sympathy and charity toward the slave. Calls
for child agency in abolitionist literature called on children to be charitable to the slave
through words and actions. They were not taught to see the slave child as a child in the
same way as they were a boy or a girl, but as someone who in need of saving. This is
clearly seen in Anne H. Richard’s Little Laura, The Kentucky Abolitionist (1859), in
which a young girl calls on other children to help the slaves through monetary donations
and expressions of sympathy. White child abolitionists were seen as saviors for the
slaves through their spirit of giving. In her book White Supremacy in Children’s
Literature, Donnarae MacCann argues that even abolitionist children’s literature upheld
white superiority.25 Abolitionists were radical at the time because they cared about the
slave, but they still defined the slave as inferior and upheld racial separation. Thus,
abolitionists did not abandon the Northern emphasis on sheltering the child, as they did
not call for direct interaction with blacks, but instead indirect charity from afar.
There was certainly hesitancy within the field of literature to outright support
radical abolitionism because of the landscape of the nation at the time. Thus, as
previously mentioned, even authors who supported antislavery measures did not abandon
notions of white supremacy. Samuel Goodrich serves as an example of this dilemma that
authors faced. Although Goodrich wanted to provide children with useful information
about the world and other important issues, when it came to the issue of slavery,
Goodrich’s stance often wavered. He attempted to be a compromiser and a middleman,
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concerned with loyalty and others perceptions of him. At times, these perceptions
trumped the messages in his writing. Donnarae MacCann explains that Goodrich was
“working every angle.”26 Goodrich was opposed to slavery and included anti-slavery
comments in his tales along with his history and geography books for children. 27 In
Goodrich’s The Tales of Peter Parley about Africa (1836), the grandfatherly character of
Peter tells his audience of child readers that “slavery is a bad system, and brings great
evils along with it,” condemning the degrading treatment towards Negroes. 28 However,
at the same time, Goodrich describes the people of Africa as inferior and characterizes
African Americans with submission in his stories. Parley calls Negroes “wild and
savage” and a people who live among animals because of their “unfortunate” lack of
education and religious knowledge.29 Despite criticisms of the system of slavery, the
idea of white superiority and black inferiority was clear, and therefore racism was still
present in rationally-based literature such as Goodrich’s writing.30
In contrast to Goodrich, slaveholders and others in the South during the Civil War
era explicitly upheld and justified slavery as an important tradition necessary to the
southern way of life. Racial difference was part of the system of slavery, but it was not
only racial difference that was upheld, but slavery itself as well. Southerners did not
support the romantic, sheltered, or virtuous notions when it came to childhood, but
instead saw children as receptacles of tradition. Southern child during this time period
were taught that slavery was part of the natural order of their society. Slaves were seen
as “the other,” undeserving of charity as a different species. 31 Pro-slavery juvenile
literature of the Civil War era often portrayed slaves as happy and content with their
place. The Uncle Remus books serve as an example of such a portrayal, as the young
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white boy in the book sees Uncle Remus as a jolly, granfatherly-type figure rather than a
suffering slave. Books such as The Southern Primer (1860) taught children that slaves
enjoyed being employed and owned by others and had no objection to ongoing servitude.
Such stories shielded children from the wider reality of slavery. Unlike the abolitionist
literature emphasizing child agency to promote change, the pro-southern literature
focused on maintaining stability. Driven by adult political interests, the children’s
literature of the 19th century was ultimately limited in educating children and instead
remained cautious, catering to calls for sheltering the child.

Shifts in the 20th Century
Debates about childhood access to the world in terms of race continued into the
20th century, with a declining focus on notions of romantic and sheltered innocence.
Children were no longer seen as godlike creatures, but instead regarded as a gradually
maturing group whose abilities should be honored. In her book, Learning from the Left:
Children’s Literature, The Cold War, and Radical Politics in the United States (2006),
Julia Mickenberg claims that children should be respected for their abilities and
competencies; adults should invest in children as a means of improving society, and thus
should teach them “truths about the world.” 32 Additionally, in The Children’s Culture
Reader, Henry Jenkins explains the importance of instilling trust within children to make
their own judgments, drawing on the work of Jon Katz who writes about navigating
boundaries of protecting and empowering children.33 In his book Virtuous Reality, Katz
places a great deal of value in the power of children’s literature to transcend norms and
argues directly against the ideas of the conservative William Bennett. Katz believes
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children can contribute to political culture and argues that society needs to “move away
from a focus on the transmission of established cultural norms and toward the
development of skills that enable children to question the society around them and to
communicate their ideas.”34 Katz invests a great deal in the child’s mind and abilities.
Ultimately, children can draw heavily on literature to shape themselves, and consequently
shape and transform the world around them rather than allowing adults and already
established norms to define their knowledge and understanding.
However, the more cautious approach to childhood access was not abandoned
altogether during this period. While there was a greater emphasis on the child’s
competence and right to engage with the larger world, adults still clung to a desire to
protect children from harm. Viviana Zelizer outlines this qualified rejection of shelter in
his book, Pricing the Priceless Child, through a discussion of the child’s sentimental
worth. This side of the debate about childhood innocence saw the child still in need of
limited sheltering, even though they were awarded greater respect for their thoughts and
abilities.
The onset of the Civil Rights Movement led to the emergence of the concept of
the universal, race-free child, situating innocence in more positive terms. Children of all
races, religions, and social classes had the right to childhood.35 Universal childhood also
meant that children across races and classes bonded naturally without restriction. White
children were no longer the charitable saviors of black children as during the Civil War
era; instead they were peers who shared the common experience of childhood. They
were open to difference, focusing little on racial distinctions in their interactions. Shari
Golden’s essay, “Unlearning Black and White,” argues that children were central to the
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discourse of the civil rights era, asserting that children’s underdeveloped minds gave
them the potential to overcome the racism dominating previous generations of American
society.36 In this sense, children of all races were seen as change agents and the promise
for America’s future. The new literature of the 20th century such as the Tom Swift and
Nancy Drew series reflected this rise of the independent child agent.
In terms of the children’s literature specifically about race during the civil rights
era, racist texts became largely taboo, and a plethora of literature inclusive of African
Americans emerged. The period between 1945 and 1965 experienced an increase in
children’s books featuring African American characters, from children’s biographies of
African Americans to black pride books to picture books featuring blacks as everyday
children. Supporters of expanding civil rights during the 1950s and 1960s wanted to
bring attention to civil rights issues in children’s literature in order for children to learn
about American injustice and challenge this system. Mickenberg notes that the 1954
Brown v. Board case and school integration efforts helped advance the move toward
more interracial books.37 Various genres of literature including picture books such as
Ezra Jack Keats’ The Snowy Day (1962), children’s biographies such as Ed Clayton’s
Martin Luther King: The Peaceful Warrior (1968), and black history books for children
such as Lucille Clifton’s The Black BCs (1970), helped advance the inclusion of African
Americans in society.
The Civil Rights Movement was ultimately about extending equal opportunity to
black children, who had been previously denied protection and even humanity because of
their race. In her book, If We Could Change the World: Young People and America’s
Struggle for Racial Equality (2009), Rebecca de Schweinitz argues that the movement
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was largely fought on a platform with the black child at its center. The movement used a
rhetoric that focused on extending the ideal of childhood to black children. As innocent
young boys and girls, black children should not be subject to violent acts of racism when
they enter school to learn. Universal childhood and racial solidarity among children was
a central goal surrounding civil rights debates.
However, the reality of racial discrimination in America compromised the
concept of the universal child. While white children were beginning to openly befriend
black children during the 1960s, racial hatred still characterized much of the nation. The
presence of prejudice meant that even with cross-race bonding among children, they
could not share the same experience of childhood. White children were still ultimately
sheltered from the reality of racism, while black children in nearly all parts of the country
experienced racism directly, even during a time characterized by civil rights activism.
Children’s fiction of the 1960s subtly reflected this reality with stories that portrayed
black and white children as friends with very different school and life experiences.
After its emergence as an accessible and wide field in the early 19th century,
children’s literature began to serve as an important vehicle for teaching children about the
world, navigating boundaries of innocence. Presenting the un-innocent world to the
innocent child remains a challenge, and presenting the issue of slavery and race includes
particular complications. In the next two chapters, specific pieces of children’s literature
about slavery and race in America will be examined. The following literature was
produced during the Civil War Era (1850s – 1870s, approximately) and the civil rights
era (1950s to 1970s), because these are the two central periods of American history
revolving around race. The literature reflects societal conceptions about childhood
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innocence, with definitions shifting between the 19th and 20th centuries, yet ultimately
maintaining the inescapable reality of racial difference.
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Chapter 2
Civil War Era Children’s Literature

In the article “Juvenile Antislavery Narrative and Notions of Childhood” (1996),
Holly Keller defines slavery as “an attack on the very sanctity of childhood.”38 Keller
asserts that the institution of slavery violates the sacredness associated with childhood
innocence. This notion of innocence draws from the Romantic Movement, defining
children as godly creatures who were born free of sin.39 Thus, the godless institution of
slavery denies the child shelter and purity. During the Civil War era, questions about the
role of childhood innocence arose when determining how to teach children about the
subject of slavery. Presenting the un-innocent world of slavery to the innocent white
child proved a dilemma for both southerners and northerners during the nineteenth
century. Southerners were unwilling to extend the notion of childhood innocence to
black children, refusing to accept the universality of childhood. In contrast, northerners
were focused on sheltering children from the godless institution of slavery. As a subset
of the northern community, abolitionists approached slavery by teaching children about
the wrongs of the institution and urging them to express sympathy and charity toward the
slave, yet even they maintained a limited form of shelter. The children’s literature
published during the Civil War era in the United States reflects adult interests and
agendas of specific communities when it came to navigating boundaries of childhood
innocence to teach children about slavery.
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At the extremes, there were disparities between the North and the South in
defining the meaning of childhood innocence as it relates to the teaching of slavery. The
typical white in the North, or those who wanted to remain neutral and dismiss the violent
reality of slavery in the nation altogether, focused on shielding the child from slavery,
prescribing to a Lockean notion of sheltered innocence. Northerners tended to teach their
children that slavery was wrong, but remained cautious and did not want to expose them
to the violence and inhumanity of the system as part of their desire to “shelter” their
children. On the other hand, abolitionists wanted the child to feel sympathy for the slave
and act charitably to those of the African American race, and therefore exposed them to
more of the reality of slavery. From the abolitionist standpoint, it was precisely the
child’s saintly innocence that allowed the child to have sympathy for the slave and
transcend the system of slavery. Abolitionists produced literature for children with the
goal of leading children to become agents for change. This agency came mainly in the
form of charity, but nevertheless it was exactly the child’s innocence that allowed the
child to express such charity and thus become the hope for change. Although stories
recounting the physical violence, abuse, and tearing apart of African American slave
families were difficult for young child to hear, telling these stories to children was the
first step in leading society to progress and eradicate slavery. Abolitionists saw children
as the promise for righting the wrongs of past generations through their sympathy and
charity, and therefore they needed to learn about the reality of slavery in order to take
action to create change.
During the Civil War era, the South lived under a system guided by principles of
racial difference. The southern way of life denied childhood to black children, as they
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were seen as a different species from white children. Southerners were determined to
maintain the innocence of the white child by teaching them about the importance of racial
difference and thus securing the child’s unquestioning acceptance of the system of
slavery. Southern children’s literature reinforced societal traditions, with the purpose of
molding the child as a receptacle of these traditions. For elementary-school-aged
children, this literature mainly depicted slaves as happy and content and the system of
slavery simply as a natural way of life. These authors wrote with a white supremacist
agenda, showing the slave as inferior, uneducated, unintelligent, and lazy. For southern
children closer to the teenage years, there was less emphasis on the happy slave and more
focus on the necessity of race division and slavery for the southern way of life. 40
Although southerners put less emphasis on producing literature for children in
comparison to the abolitionists, who used print publications as a central part of their
educational strategy, the writing southerners produced focused on racial difference and
preserving the child’s innocence by upholding the southern system of slavery as a part of
daily life. Slaveholding children were shielded from abolitionist notions about slavery.
Ultimately, southerners wished to maintain what they considered to be the natural order
of society. In her book, African American Childhoods (2005), Wilma King builds on this
idea of preserving societal order and racial difference, as she argues that part of
maintaining childhood innocence meant keeping blacks and whites separate.
Slaveholding parents tried to prevent interaction between the white child and the slave
“because of their notions about the superiority of slaveholders and the inferiority of
slaves along with wishes to maintain socially constructed distinctions based upon color
and status.”41 The white child’s interactions with slaves did not fit the definition of
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innocence in the South. During the Antebellum period, childhood innocence in the South
meant working with the system of slavery and maintaining separation between whites and
blacks.
This chapter will apply the separate definitions of innocence from the northern,
abolitionist, and southern perspectives to specific publications of children’s literature
produced during the Civil War Era, engaging in further examination of the way children’s
literature depicted slavery and approached the innocent child. The Southern, white
supremacist literature includes The Southern Primer: Or a Child’s First Lesson in
Spelling and Reading (1860), Nights with Uncle Remus (1885), and Ten Little Niggers
(1875). Following the analysis of the southern literature, the children’s adaptations of
Uncle Tom’s Cabin will be examined as a northern, middle-ground approach that
condemns the system of slavery, yet follows a more cautious view of childhood
innocence as it relates to slavery. Finally, four abolitionist works of children’s literature
focused on developing the child as a sympathetic and charitable agent of change will be
examined: The Young Abolitionist (1848), The Child’s Antislavery Book (1859),
Grandmother’s Stories for Little Children (1854), and Little Laura, the Kentucky
Abolitionist (1859).
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Southern Children’s Literature: Maintaining the Tradition of Slavery
In the South, the notion of childhood innocence surfaced in two ways during the
Civil War era. First, black children were robbed of innocence as a result of the system of
slavery. Second, white children enjoyed a carefree, happy childhood because they were
taught to view racial difference and slavery simply as the southern way of life. As
previously mentioned, southerners placed less emphasis on literature as a means of
political action and change, and in particular saw less of a need to produce writing
specifically for children. With the strong emphasis on agricultural, there was far less
access to printing presses and less print publishing in the South as compared to the
industrialized North. The Southern Primer: Or a Child’s First Lesson in Spelling and
Reading (1860), published by WM.R. Babcock and M’Carter and Co. in Charleston,
represents one example of the southern literature produced for children. The thin book
teaches letters, words, morals, and southern ways of life to children through pictures and
short accompanying tales. The most notable section of the primer is a tale titled “The
Cot-ton Field,” which depicts slaves working across plantation fields. The text reads:
Let us take a walk this fine day. We will go and see the field hands pick the snow
white bolls. Hark! Hear their songs from all parts of the wide field, as they pick,
pick, pick, and fill their sacks with the soft down.
See! There are the huts where they all live. One, two, three, four, five, six.
Six nice huts.42
This tale and the accompanying image display the slave as happy and content in his
natural place as a worker in the fields. The language is simple and playful, including the
child in the southern way of life as a passive, accepting, and content observer. The “six
nice huts” help advance the southern perspective upholding the system of slavery and
framing innocence in terms of preservation of racial difference and the status quo.
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Cover of The Southern Primer (1860)

The section of The Southern Primer teaching children about school also
emphasizes the status quo and the separation of whites and blacks. The primer features
an image of a schoolhouse with all white children. The tale describes the role of the
school, calling the school the place children must go “if they wish to be good, and great,
and wise men.”43 Building on the theme of the previous section about the cotton fields,
the book shows that blacks and whites are different, as blacks children work in the fields
while white children go to school. School is not an option for black children in slavery,
which implies that they cannot become “good, great, and wise men.” The depiction of the
school as an important place reserved only for white children reflects southern views
defining blacks as inferior and lacking intelligence. Furthermore, the final section of the
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primer focused on teaching morals includes a story called “The Lame Dog,” in which the
child reader is taught to help the hurt dog with the broken leg and to extend such
compassion to others in need.44 However, the moral value of helping another does not
extend to slaves in the South. Slaves are seen as a different species altogether. For
southerners, slavery is necessary for the functioning of society, and therefore a weak
slave is not to be treated with the same compassion as the suffering animal. Preserving
the innocence of the child through passive acceptance, The Southern Primer aligns with
the dominant southern goals to use juvenile literature as a means of passing down
tradition to children.
However, it should be noted that although slaveholding and southern families
wanted their children to maintain the status quo, they did not teach their children to
actively hate blacks. They depicted slaves as inferior and wanted their children to
maintain the tradition of slavery, but part of preserving the child’s innocence also meant
preserving a loving and sweet nature, which was incompatible with hating anyone, even
the lowly slave. Southern literature attempted to teach the white child to see the slave as
different and unworthy of their compassion or even association, but this did not mean the
child should despise the slave.
Following the southern tradition of using literature as a means of reasserting the
status quo and racial difference, Joel Chandler Harris published the well-known Uncle
Remus tales. Harris’s story, Nights with Uncle Remus (1885) chronicles a lengthy
storytelling adventure shared between Uncle Remus and the young white boy of his
plantation. The boy genuinely enjoys hearing Uncle Remus’s stories and sees Uncle
Remus more as an entertainer than a slave working for his family. However, there are
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clear differences between Uncle Remus and the boy, and Harris highlights these divisions
through his writing. Most obviously, Uncle Remus speaks with a deep, southern Negro
dialect that often proves difficult to read and interpret, while the narration of the boy’s
perspective uses standard English. Additionally, the chapter titled “African Jack” in
Nights with Uncle Remus ends with the African American characters Uncle Remus and
Jack staying in the small, wooded cabin as the young boy returns to “the big house.” 45
Although his story was published in Boston, Harris’s agenda seems to align with southern
interests. The tales of Uncle Remus associate plantation life with a sort of mysticism that
romanticizes slave life. Harris portrays Uncle Remus as an animated, cheerful, and
creative African American, drawing attention away from his status as a slave and
ultimately the real meaning of slavery. Through the character of Uncle Remus, the child
never sees the negative aspects of slavery, such as the violence of beatings and
whippings. Other than perhaps his simple living quarters, Uncle Remus does not suffer
in any way or experience any hardship; the white boy always sees him as an upbeat,
grandfather-like figure. The pro-southern viewpoint in this book is communicated to
young readers across the nation and not confined to young southern readers. The story
applies the concept of sheltered innocence that was upheld by northerners, as it shelters
the child reader from the wider reality of slavery. Professor of children’s literature Anne
Scott MacLeod calls children’s fiction a vehicle of “social control” during the nineteenth
century, and Nights with Uncle Remus seems to do just that as it helps to uphold the
institution of slavery by circumventing the harsh conditions and suffering slaves faced.46
The final piece of pro-southern children’s literature to be examined is a picture
book titled Ten Little Niggers (1875), produced by the McLoughlin Bros. The
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McLoughlin Brothers was a New York publishing firm that produced books, board
games, dolls, drawings, and puzzles.47 Thus, like Nights with Uncle Remus, Ten Little
Niggers was published in the North, yet expressed racist views common in the South and
admittedly shared by some northerners as well.
The purpose of Ten Little Niggers (1875) is largely to entertain young children,
yet looking at its tone today, the publication seems more outright racist than playful.
Literary scholar Michelle Martin claims that the purpose of Ten Little Niggers is to make
fun of blacks, “depicting them as ugly, ignorant, simple-minded, humorous fools at
whom readers were invited to laugh unabashedly.” 48 Following the format of a playful
counting book, the book features a series of rhymes with accompanying images. The
story begins with the words “ten Little Nigger Boys went out to dine; one choked his
little self, and then there were nine.” A few pages later the text reads “Seven Little Nigger
Boys chopping up sticks; one chopped himself in halves, and then there were six.” 49 The
colored image spanning over two pages shows a cartoonish-looking African American
boy with a sheepish smile on his face who has literally chopped himself into two pieces,
separating his upper and lower body. The image displays blacks as careless and full of
stupidity, hardly even fit for the menial task of chopping wood. The rhyme continues,
with a black boy swallowed by a red herring out at sea and finally a black boy “frizzled
up” by the sun.50 The combination of the caricature-like illustrations of the black boys
and the emphasis on their lack of intelligence suggests the idea of the black as one who
will always be a slave, as he needed the white slaveholder in order to function effectively
in society. Without including white characters, the picture book indirectly shows the
black dependency on whites and the idea that “slaves needed white hands…to care for
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them,” thus helping to perpetuate the status quo. 51 The story starts with ten black boys
and ends with one black boy, implying that when left to their own devices, blacks will
ultimately fail and therefore need white supervision.
Although these rhymes demean African Americans by placing little value on their
lives, the book surely appeared playful to the white child readers. The book aligns with
the southern definition of innocence, focused on maintaining racial difference, as the
young white children reading the book (both southern and northern children) see the
black children displayed as almost a foreign species, and indeed very different from
themselves. Because the book was published in New York and likely read by many
young northerners as well, it was an important tool that helped communicate southern,
white-supremacist interests to children across the country.

“Ten little Nigger boys chopping up sticks; one chopped himself in halves,
and then there were six.” From Ten Little Niggers (1975)
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Both Nights with Uncle Remus and Ten Little Niggers were published during the
Reconstruction Era, post-emancipation. During the 1870s and 1880s, blacks had begun
to gain political rights. However, the presence of this literature during Reconstruction,
rather than during the Civil War period itself, shows that there was a certain nostalgia for
these white supremacist, racist themes. The McLouglin Bros. archive of toys, games, and
books from the 1870s and 1880s includes anti-black images, most notably a puzzle game
called “Chopped Up Niggers” manufactured in 1974.52 While slavery was officially
abolished in the United States by this time, racial difference was still a defining principle
of American society. As Caroline Levander notes in her book, Cradle of Liberty (2006),
racism still persisted after slavery ended, and perhaps became even more central to
American identity towards the end of the 19th century.53 The popularity of the Uncle
Remus tales and Ten Little Niggers during the post-Civil War period reveals that without
the official government sanctioning of slavery, graphic depictions of racism emerged,
satisfying the American need to maintain white superiority and black inferiority.

Uncle Tom’s Cabin and Various Adaptations: A Middle-ground
The Southern Primer, Nights with Uncle Remus, and Ten Little Niggers show the
dominance of the idea of racial difference during the Civil War and Reconstruction eras,
yet it is Harriet Beecher Stowe’s publication of Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) that represents
the central book of the time period involving slavery. Although Stowe’s first readers
were her children and the book was read aloud to children in many northern homes,
children’s adaptations to the book were produced in 1853.54 Both Pictures and Stories
from Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1853) and A Peep Into Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1853) published by
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Jewett and Company were specifically intended for children and more appropriate for
their reading level. Stowe’s original Uncle Tom’s Cabin and its adaptations were
published in the North and reflect the northern notion of childhood innocence that
focused on sheltering the child from the wider reality of slavery, yet still teaching that it
was morally wrong. Pictures and Stories from Uncle Tom’s Cabin begins with an
editor’s note reading “this little work is designed to adapt Mrs. Stowe’s touching
narrative to the understandings of the youngest readers and to foster in their hearts a
generous sympathy for the wronged Negro race of America.”55 Stowe’s goal in writing
Uncle Tom’s Cabin was to encourage Americans to move beyond complacency, inaction,
and perpetuation of the status quo, yet at the same time her writing is still cautious. The
children’s versions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin expose children to some of the horrors of
slavery, yet in a mediated way. Part of adapting “to the understandings of the youngest
readers” meant approaching the topic of slavery carefully and slowly, not revealing the
full reality of the institution. Pictures and Stories from Uncle Tom’s Cabin is composed
of short stories recounting incidents in the original Uncle Tom’s Cabin in a simplified
manner. The book includes stories such as “Sale of Little Harry,” “Eliza Crossing the
River,” “The Defence,” “Who Uncle Tom Was,” “Topsy at the Looking Glass,” and “The
Death of Eva.” It is more of a compilation of tales about the various characters than a
book communicating a political message or overarching theme encouraging the
eradication of slavery. The story and its language are simplified. However, the focus on
the child characters, especially the child slaves, allows the white child reader to connect
to the story. For example, “Sale of Little Harry” recounts the way young Harry narrowly
escaped being sold off to a “wicked slave trader” and separated from his mother. 56 The
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mother-child bond is one that white children in the North can relate to as they read the
story.

Cover of Pictures and Stories from Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1853)

In addition, Stowe’s young character of Eva is particularly compelling, as she
shows the potential of the white child to become an individual agent of change through
sympathy and charity. Eva’s innocence allows her to become sympathetic to the slave’s
plight and leads her to desire to help them. It is her wonderous innocence as a young
child that leads her to befriend the slaves who work for her father. Her father wants to
shield her from the slaves, yet she tells him:
you want me to live so happy, and never to have any pain, never suffer anything,
not even hear a sad story, when other poor creatures have nothing but pain and
sorrow, all their lives; it seems selfish. I ought to know such things, I ought to
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feel about them! Such things always sunk into my heart; they went down deep;
I’ve thought and thought about them. Papa, isn’t there any way to have all the
slaves made free?57
The sadness Eva feels for the slaves’ stems from her innocence. This does not reflect the
sheltered northern definition of innocence, but instead draws from the romantic,
Wordsworthian version of innocence drawing on the moral superiority of the child before
the exposure to the dishonesty and immorality of adults. 58 Southern society has not
exhibited its influence over Eva, and therefore she does not see the value of maintaining
the status quo and racial difference. She even befriends the slave girl named Topsy
whom her Aunt Ophelia purchases, despite their differences and Topsy’s poor behavior.
It is Eva’s romantic innocence that allows her to reach out to the slaves, and thus it is her
innocence that defines her as a heroine. Eva is seen as heroic for interacting with blacks.
Even though it is simply the right thing to do, Eva is seen as a saint for feeling sympathy
for the slaves and wanting to treat them well. Acting independently, Eva’s thoughts
about slavery are atypical for a child from New Orleans and seem to almost reflect
abolitionist sentiment and charity, even though she was not taught this way. Thus, she
exhibits the moral superiority inherent in the innocent child, tracing back to the Romantic
Movement of the late 18th century. Eva’s innocent desire to make the slaves happy and
improve the quality of their lives advances what Deborah C. De Rosa calls “politicized
sentiment” in her book, Domestic Abolitionism and Juvenile Literature, 1830-1865
(2003).59 Eva’s desire for action results from the strong emotions she feels upon seeing
the pain and sadness of the slaves. Such sentiment is needed in order for her to act and
persuade adults to feel sympathy, too.
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Although Stowe’s goal is to combat the wrongs of slavery and attempt to
humanize blacks, her focus is on the heroic qualities of the innocent white child rather
than on the bravery of the black characters such as Eliza and George who risk their lives
to keep their family together. Eva’s saintly qualities define her as a white savior who is
the heroine of the text, rather than the slave characters. Although Stowe clearly sees the
institution of slavery as wrong, she still maintains that blacks are different. Her text
indeed helped spread awareness and arguably in some circles prompted the Civil War, yet
it was very far from putting whites and blacks on equal footing; the difference between
the two races was still distinct.
However, Stowe’s work was radical at the time, and therefore “anti-Tom” novels
were published by pro-slavery writers to serve as counters to the popular novel. The
production of the short children’s story Little Eva, The Flower of the South (1853), shows
Eva as a figure of complacency supporting the southern status quo rather than a young
girl full of charitable agency. The Eva featured in this story lives in Alabama rather than
New Orleans. The story uses images and text showing Eva teaching the slaves. She has
attempted to teach some of the slaves to read the Bible, yet “they would rather hear Eva
read than read themselves, for they say her voice is so sweet.”60 The illustrations display
the slaves gathered around Eva, wanting “to do anything to please her” and appearing
content with her superiority over them.61 The emphasis here is on black passivity and
lack of ambition. The way the slaves have Eva read to them rather than attempt to read
themselves shows that they know they are inferior to her and therefore should ensure that
they show respect towards the white child. Unlike the Eva in Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s
Cabin or the adaptation of Pictures and Stories from Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the Eva in this
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story sees nothing wrong with the system of slavery because she does not recognize the
slaves suffering or know anything of their pain. Her innocence in Little Eva, The Flower
of the South, fits the southern definition of childhood innocence that maintains racial
difference, rather than the northern and arguably abolitionist-leaning definition seen in
Uncle Tom’s Cabin that shows innocence as a means of creating change driven by
sentiment.

Cover of Little Eva, The Flower of the South (1853)
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Abolitionist Children’s Literature: Creating Agents of Change
As a subset of the Northern community, abolitionists saw children’s literature as
an important political tool and means of change. Although children’s literature professor
Anne Scott MacLeod claims that slavery was almost invisible in children’s literature
before the 1960s, the many abolitionist works published during the years leading up to
the Civil War prove otherwise.62 These abolitionist texts, published in the North and read
by northern children, aimed to educate children about the system of slavery, an institution
that northern children often knew nothing about. In reading these texts, the child’s
innocence allowed the child to question slavery and become agents of change. The child
is no longer sheltered upon reading this abolitionist literature that reveals the horrors of
slavery, yet it is precisely the moral superiority stemming from the romantic childhood
innocence that allows the child to be so receptive to these stories and desire to act
charitably toward the slave. The literature about slavery affects the innocent child
emotionally, and this sentiment spurs action. Abolitionists upheld this romantic notion of
childhood innocence, cultivating moral sympathy and virtue through their writings for
children.
J. Elizabeth Jones wrote The Young Abolitionists: Or Conversations on Slavery
(1848) and published the book at the Anti-Slavery Office in Boston. The book consists
of conversations about slavery between an abolitionist mother named Mrs. Selden and
her children. The first chapter begins with the young boy Charlie asking “What is a
slave, Mother?” to which his mother responds rather simply that “A slave is one who is
deprived of his freedom – one who is obliged to do the bidding of a master.”63 As the
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book continues, Charlie learns more and more about the institution of slavery, from
hearing graphic descriptions of slave beatings to the way families are severed when they
are sold off separately. He learns of slave hunts and the backbreaking labor slaves are
forced to perform. Charlie tells his mother:
Every time we talk about the slaves, mother, you make their case worse and
worse. Why, what a condition they are in! The very thought of it makes me
shudder. They are treated so cruelly where they are; and when they try to get
away they are often caught and carried back; and when they rise up and try to be
free, men all over the country stand ready to shoot them. I don’t believe any poor
creatures ever were treated so badly before.64
Charlie, the young, white boy from the North, is clearly emotionally affected by the tales
of slavery his mother recounts. His new knowledge and understanding violates the
northern notion of sheltered innocence, yet his identity as an innocent child is necessary
for him to both feel sympathy towards the slaves and feel angered about the system of
slavery. His romantic innocence allows him to feel this sense of outrage and prompts his
motivation to take action to spur change. After hearing his mother’s stories, Charlie has a
new mindset and is unhappy when he goes to school and hears other children saying
“[they] didn’t care for the old niggers, and whipping was just enough for them.” 65 He
finds himself angered further when his teacher tells him “Let me hear no more of
[slavery]; you’d better be talking about things that concern you – you have no business
with them.”66 Unlike his schoolteacher, Charlie feels as though it is his responsibility to
address the wrongs of slavery, and this feeling stems from the moral superiority of his
innocence. Charlie not only feels emotionally affected by the stories of slavery, but he
feels a real need to act and become an agent of change. Deborah C. De Rosa calls
Charlie’s mother “an abolitionist mother-historian whose discussions of slavery’s threat
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to America’s political and social principles molds informed, political nonconformists.” 67
Mrs. Selden not only creates awareness through the disheartening stories of slave life she
tells Charlie, but she also frames slavery as a political issue that requires combative
action. At the conclusion of the story, she provides Charlie with some hope as she tells
him about abolitionist activities that “encourage us to believe that the cruel reign of
slavery is drawing to a close” and that “a great many little boys and girls like you and
[your sister] Jenie are helping in the work.”68 Learning about the harsh reality of slavery
puts Charlie in the position to use the advantage of his innocence to not only feel
sympathy for the slaves, but to become an active young abolitionist who is part of the
fight to end slavery. Focusing on the great potential of the innocent child, Jones shows
slaves as victims while displaying the innocent white child abolitionist as a hero and a
charitable, open-minded savior.
While The Young Abolitionists displays slavery as a political issue for the
abolitionists to combat, The Child’s Antislavery Book: Containing a Few Words about
American Slave Children and Stories of Slave Life (1859) draws more from sentiment,
with the simpler goal of leading the child to feel sympathy for the slave. However, while
The Young Abolitionist and Uncle Tom’s Cabin focus on the heroic nature of the innocent
white child, The Child’s Antislavery Book also shows a slight degree of the slave’s own
courage and agency. The book begins with a short chapter titled “A Few Words About
American Slave Children,” where the text introduces what is means to be a slave. The
white child is compared to the slave child, with an emphasis on the way that white
children are lucky to enjoy a carefree life with family, school, books, and play, while the
slave child, who is whipped, beaten, and sold apart from his/her family, has nothing. 69
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This introduction chapter draws heavily on sentiment by appealing to an emotional
response of outrage, written with bold and aggressive language to help show the severity
of slavery.
Following the introduction chapter, The Child’s Antislavery Book includes three
stories about slave life: “Little Lewis: The Story of A Slave Boy”, “Mark and Hasty”, and
“Aunt Judy’s Story: A Story from Real Life.” “Little Lewis,” written by Julia Coleman,
is the story of a young slave boy who lives on a plantation, separate from his entire
family except for one brother. The story begins with Lewis being physically abused by
his master’s children, as they trample over the boy’s back and call him a “black scamp.” 70
One day, his mother escapes from her master and comes to the plantation Lewis lives on.
His mother’s appearance and demeanor immediately projects an image of suffering and
desperation, as she has been worn both physically and emotionally by the cruelty of
slavery. As Lewis and his mother talk about their suffering in their sad states, she tells
him that “‘if you’re going to be a free man, you’ll want to know how to read.’”71 His
mother’s words lead him to pursue the challenge of finding a way to learn how to read.
Without the permission of his owner, he attends school at a neighboring plantation, where
the master is relatively kind to his slaves. The risk results in “the poor boy receiv[ing] his
first severe flogging, twenty-five lashes on his bare back.”72 Lewis’s mother is soon
forced to return to her master, and Lewis is sold off to another owner. It is at the home of
his new master, Mr. Johns, where Lewis finally begins to learn to read after he
approaches the family’s tutor, Miss Ford. With the help of Miss Ford, Lewis is able to
escape from the South to Boston. Lewis’s own agency provides him with the skills and
courage necessary to achieve his freedom. His story is rather overwhelming and
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upsetting for the young white reader, but Lewis’s escape at the end leaves the reader on a
hopeful note. The story serves a dual purpose in both educating children about the plight
of slavery and spurring hope through Lewis’s successful escape. This tale is particularly
effective for child readers because of the way the protagonist is also a child and therefore
someone the child reader can relate to. Additionally, family is a foundation of American
society, and thus the way Lewis is separated from his family leads the white child to feel
outraged about his situation as a slave child. Family separation is an important
component explaining the way slavery robs black children of experiencing childhood.

Little Lewis Sold – The Child’s Antislavery Book (1859) – pg. 17
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Matilda Thompson’s story, “Mark and Hasty,” focuses primarily on the pain of
family separation experienced by slaves. As previously mentioned, the concept of family
is one the white child cherishes, and therefore such a focus has a powerful effect on the
child. One day Mark falls asleep after tending to the horses at his plantation, and he
remains asleep during the time he is supposed to pick up his master with the carriage.
Full of anger, his master declares he will sell him, which means that Mark will be
separated from his wife, Hasty, and his daughter, Fanny. Hasty is extremely distressed
over the idea of their separation, and much of the story shows her despair, focusing on the
emotionally straining component of slavery. Similar to little Eva in Uncle Tom’s Cabin,
the children of Mark’s master interact freely with their slaves. The white slaveholding
children do not see the distinctions between blacks and whites at such a young age and
feel saddened when they learn of Mark’s leaving because that means they can no longer
play with his daughter, Fanny. Deborah C. De Rosa describes this emotionally dynamic
story of slavery as a “hybridized sentimental, juvenile pseudo slave narrative [that]
represents one strategy that domestic abolitionists used to make complex, political issues
acceptable to children.”73 The strong use of sentiment leads the child reader to feel
Hasty’s pain in her helpless situation. Children can also relate to the young character of
Fanny, and therefore they are easily affected by the pain she feels from losing her father.
Fanny’s identity as a slave child means that she lives a very different life than the white
children reading “Mark and Hasty,” and the suffering of another child helps white readers
understand the wrongs of slavery.
The final story of The Child’s Antislavery Book, titled “Aunt Judy’s Story,”
exhibits a similar format to The Young Abolitionists (1848). Aunt Judy, an elderly black
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woman living in the North, recounts her story to Mrs. Ford, the mother of three young,
white children. Mrs. Ford then retells the story of Judy’s suffering during her time as a
slave in the South to her children, who listen in shock as the learn about the harsh labor
Judy was forced to perform in the fields, the beatings she received from her master, and
the way her son was torn from her. It must be noted that because the children hear the
story from their mother secondhand, revisions were likely made to shield them from the
utmost violence and inhumanity, yet as an abolitionist piece of literature, the authenticity
of the story is most likely left intact for the most part. The retelling of the story is met
with tears and sobbing from Mrs. Ford’s children, as learning about Aunt Judy’s life as a
slave upsets them.74 The fact that the children knew nothing of slavery before hearing
Aunt Judy’s story intensifies their emotional reaction. However, the intensity of this
emotional reaction prompts them to see the wrongs of slavery and motivates them to take
action to put an end to the horrible institution, serving as yet another example illustrating
the importance of innocence in transcending slavery and racism. By telling her children
the story of Aunt Judy, Mrs. Ford intends to cultivate moral sympathy within her
children, which was a primary goal of abolitionist children’s literature.
With “Aunt Judy’s Story,” the white family, consisting of a mother, father, and
three kids, is contrasted against the broken slave family. After hearing the story, the Ford
children are sympathetic toward the slave, yet their difference is clearly maintained. The
broken slave family is seen as unnatural compared to the white norm, and this idea is
particularly important because the time period emphasized the white middle-class norm
of close nuclear families. The deviant family structure that slave children lived by
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exemplifies yet another way that black children were robbed of their childhood and
innocence during the Civil War era.
Unlike “Aunt Judy’s Story,” where the white mother tells the slave’s story,
Grandmother’s Stories for Little Children (1854) involves direct interaction between a
former slave and a white child in the North. Aunt Nelly tells the white child, Lizzie, the
story of her enslavement and harsh life on the southern plantations. Aunt Nelly is clearly
different than young Lizzie and her friends, described as “an old woman that the children
said was black as a crow.”75 However, this does not stop young Lizzie from initially
wanting to hear Nelly’s story. As Nelly describes plantation life to Lizzie she says
“Mas’r Dick have his own way; he give word, then blow, sometime blow first; he say I
fat, lazy nigger…[say] should pick cotton. O, how my blood boil when he tell me I be a
field hand!”76 With great animation, she tells Lizzie about the repetitive beatings her
master gave the slaves, until Lizzie tells her “‘I can’t hear no more, Nelly; it makes me
sick: some other time.’”77 Lizzie returns to her grandmother in tears, crying about the
cruelty of slavery. Unlike The Young Abolitionist where the white mother Mrs. Selden
starts from the basic definition of slavery and gradually builds on the lessons about slave
life, Nelly, the former slave, moves right into violent descriptions of slavery, sparing the
child nothing. Nelly’s aggressively direct approach falls more in the school of “realism”
than any other story, and thus is less influenced by the 19 th century notion of childhood
innocence calling for shelter. Nelly presents a great deal of the un-innocent world of
slavery to the innocent child, providing the child with a firsthand account that is
undeniably an authentic reflection of slavery.
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The second part of Grandmother’s Stories for Little Children is a poem titled
“Old Caesar.” The poem tells of an encounter between a white child of the North and a
former slave named Caesar. The poem shows that although blacks and whites have many
similarities, they lead very different lives because of the legacy of slavery. Caesar tells
the young girl about his family, whom slavery has torn apart. He tells the young girl “I
loved my children, missy, dear, just as your own papa loves you,” with an accompanying
image showing him in a state of sadness saying farewell to his wife and children, pictured
below.78 The text shows that the greatest crime of slavery is the denial of innocence to
the slave child, as familial bonds and fatherly love are central to the life experienced by
the innocent white child. In her state of innocence and from the outrage she feels upon
learning about slavery for the first time, the young girl that Caesar is speaking to desires
to free all the slaves and reunite him with his family. Hearing his story, the young child
recognizes that the slave child lacked the opportunity to be a child in the same way that
she is a child. She tells Caesar “O, what a wicked thing is human slavery! I wish I was a
grown woman…and then I’d free [the slaves] all at once and make them happy too; I’d
buy your wife and children all and bring them back to you.” 79 Although freeing the
slaves is an impossible task, the mere fact that the young girl wants to be charitable by
helping Caesar and clearly sees the wickedness of slavery shows that she holds the
potential to be an agent of change through her romantic innocence. The poem ends with
Caesar and the child praying together. Their interaction is an important first step in
transcending racial boundaries.
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“Old Caesar” in Grandmother’s Stories for Little Children (1854) – pg. 26

The final piece of abolitionist children’s literature in this examination is titled
Little Laura, the Kentucky Abolitionist (1859), written by Anna H. Richardson. Little
Laura serves two purposes: it both recounts the story of the young abolitionist girl named
Laura and is a call to action for young children to help eradicate slavery. This call for
action comes from the child’s desire to act charitably toward the slave, who is still
viewed as different. Laura lived with her family in Kentucky, who used their printing
press to print “a newspaper which contains a great deal about the slaves, and urges the
American government and the American people not to allow the poor blacks to be slaves
any longer.”80 This initiative represents the rise of children’s philanthropic organizations
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during the 19th century that David Greenspoon discusses in his dissertation, “Children’s
Mite: Juvenile Philanthropy in America, 1815-1865.” Such organizations emerged from
the messages of social reformers of the period who taught children to be virtuous and
charitable, extending their charity from feeling to action by becoming involved with
finance and donating money to good causes.81
The book emphasizes Laura’s great charity, explaining that Laura had been very
ill, yet she went to great lengths to type for the anti-slavery newspaper in order to help the
slaves because “her heart ached very much over their wrongs and sorrows.” 82 Between
the ages of 12 and 13, Laura died after being seriously ill for several months. After
telling the child readers of Laura’s death and passion for the abolitionist cause, the author
transitions to speak directly to the child readers, calling for the help of white children in
freeing the slaves in the same way Laura wished to help them. Richardson writes:
Though [Laura] is gone, very many of you might learn to walk in her
footsteps…We would like you, dear young friends, to talk over this matter with
your parents and teachers, and if they quite approve of your collecting small sums
on the slaves’ behalf, it would give us great pleasure…we are much inclined to
believe that in making this kind effort, you will be led to think more and more of
the suffering slave.83
This portion of the story is a direct call for charity, and Richardson upholds the
abolitionist definition of childhood innocence that views the child as the greatest means
of social change through charity and sympathy. The author’s request directed to children
shows the considerable trust and faith abolitionists put in children, seeing them at the
forefront of the cause. Abolitionists saw children as having the greatest potential to break
the silence and fear of discussing slavery because of their charitable innocence, and
Richardson certainly reflects this ideology in Little Laura.
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Conclusion
While childhood was sacred to both northerners and southerners during the
nineteenth century, there were great discrepancies in their definitions of innocence when
it came to the subject of slavery. The South associated preserving innocence with
maintaining racial difference and protecting the system of slavery, preserving the “purity”
of white childhood. The South sheltered the child to maintain southern interests, while
the majority of the North also saw innocence through the lens of sheltering, in a way that
shielded the child from the reality of slavery. Lastly, the radical abolitionists emphasized
change through child agency in the form of charity. The role of innocence as it relates to
slavery is reflected clearly in both southern and abolitionist publications of children’s
literature during the Civil War era. As one of the central periods focused on race during
America’s history, examining children’s literature produced during the Civil War and
Reconstruction eras shows how political conversations about race extended into the
world of writing for children. However, although the abolitionist works created a
newfound awareness and understanding of slavery and were radical for the time, African
Americans were still categorized them as different and inferior, requiring charity from the
heroic abolitionists in the North. Sympathy did not mean equality, even in the context of
children. The next period of American history revolving around race, the civil rights era,
pushed beyond sympathy and began calling for the extension of childhood innocence to
black children, with the juvenile literature promoting black pride and cross-racial bonding
in childhood. We thus turn to children’s literature of the civil rights era in the following
chapter.
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Chapter 3
Civil Rights Era Children’s Literature
Gradually emerging in the 1950s and 1960s, especially in the liberal and radical
circles that promoted the Civil Rights Movement, was a new view of the child—not as
fragile a being, but as capable of facing the world directly, and not as merely sympathetic
with the unfortunate, but as essentially equal across race and class, naturally interacting
with others, including children across race lines. With concerns of shielding the child
diminished, children were exposed to cultural realities and truths during the 1960s.
Juvenile literature served as a primary tool to present the real world to the no longer
innocent child during this period. Children’s literature was still a product of adult
interest, yet rather than attempt to shelter the child, writers of children’s books during the
civil rights era spoke directly to children and called on them to create change in America.
However, beyond these political motives, these writers took pains to respect the child’s
perspective, intellectual and emotional development, and their social needs. According
to literary scholar Peter Hunt, during the period between the 1950s and 1970s the quality
of children’s books expanded, as the books were prompting children to think on their
own rather than simply absorbing adult ideas and information.84 Literature was produced
specifically for child readers, catering to their minds and their emotional and social
maturity. The literature of the civil rights era was produced with the intent of children
becoming direct agents for cultural and societal change. This approach contrasts with the
Civil War era, in which calls for child engagement in the anti-slave movement through
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literature were rather indirect. During that time, child agency developed subconsciously
as a result of the adult’s appeal to the child’s innate godliness that condemned slavery as
godless. Abolitionist literature led children to sympathize with the slave, yet continued to
differentiate between the two groups. However, the children’s literature of the civil
rights era called on children directly to promote racial justice based on inherent racial
equality, in addition to promoting cross-race interaction and solidarity.
Even abolitionist literature had still shielded children from the worst horrors of
slavery, but children’s books documenting the Civil Rights Movement and biographies of
important leaders of the movement did not censor the truth in the same way. These
books exposed children to the racial violence and hatred that dominated the period.
Arnold Adoff’s children’s biography Malcolm X (1970) describes the Ku Klux Klan
destroying homes, Malcolm’s trouble with drugs, the discrimination he endured from
whites, and even the details of Malcolm’s assassination.85 The many children’s
biographies of Martin Luther King also describe the violence and racism of the period.
Ed Clayton’s Martin Luther King: The Peaceful Warrior (1968), describes the attempted
bombing of King’s home, his time in prison, the murder of Medgar Evers, the murder of
four little girls at the 16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, and the assassination of
King himself.86 Clayton’s children’s biography is notable among the dozens of books
published during the 1960s about Martin Luther King because of the way the first half of
the book portrays King during his childhood. The book tells the child about the racism
King endured as a child, such as the way he was forced to stand on a ninety mile bus ride
from a school oratory competition because of his race and the way a white woman at a
store called him “the little nigger who stepped on my foot” and proceeded to slap him. 87
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However, in spite of the racism he faced, as a child King made it a priority to help others
in need. He is portrayed as a hero in the book for raising money for his church, for
example. Clayton’s biography shows the early development of King’s dreams to make “a
better life for Negroes” and inspires young readers of both the black and white races to
aspire to foster political change.88 By describing the youth of one of the most wellknown leaders of the Civil Rights Movement, Clayton portrays a realistic role model for
children, as they can relate and connect to King in his youth.
Mainly published in the North, books such as Adoff’s Malcolm X and Clayton’s
Martin Luther King: The Peaceful Warrior were read by young northern readers and
alerted them to the overwhelming presence of racism in their country. These books
brought children into the political issues of the time. Julia Mickenberg credits the
Communist Party’s production of children’s literature in the United States during the
1950s as the first step towards this new children’s literature that exposed children to
important social and political issues.89 In her book, Learning from the Left: Children’s
Literature, the Cold War, and Radical Politics in the United States (2006), Mickenberg
claims that the political Left brought attention to civil rights issues, but it was ultimately
the Communist Party that first challenged the previously “all white world of children’s
literature” in the 1950s by calling for real world books that addressed social concerns on
the child’s level, yet did not oversimplify. These books included works that provided
lessons about race prejudice and even featured black characters, such as Hildegrade Hoyt
Swift’s North Shining Star: A Pictorial History of the American Negro (1947) and
Dorothy Sterling’s Freedom Train: The Story of Harriet Tubman (1954).90 Mickenberg
claims that:
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by reading these stories, children are taught something of bravery, individual
initiative, and community responsibility. They learn that challenging what is
wrong is a humanizing experience that empowers others as well as themselves.
And they are taught that when there is no way to make needed changes from
within the existing system, it is reasonable and right to challenge that system.91
While certainly politically-charged, the children’s literature that Mickenberg refers to
provided children with a more racially-inclusive version of American history that
incorporated African Americans. Such literature not only educates children, but it
prompts them to become agents of change to put an end to racism and discrimination. 92
Focusing on the role of the child as an activist, Mickenberg sees the child not as godly or
fragile, but instead as worthy of respect. Literature that honors the child’s competencies
and abilities fulfills this notion.
Media scholar and child culture authority Henry Jenkins takes a similar approach,
effectively redefining childhood innocence to stress the child’s autonomy and ability to
make moral choices, arguing that children should decide amongst themselves and that
they have the potential to provide answers to social problems and overcome racism
within their own “limited” intellectual and emotional capacities. By figuring things out
themselves, children can break with past traditions, and in particular traditions of racism
and discrimination.93 With this transformation in mind, we now turn to a more detailed
analysis of how that change occurred and the way the children’s literature of the civil
rights era reflects this change.
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The Golden Age of African American Children’s Literature
The 19th century has been called the “golden age of children’s literature” by many
literary scholars, as the period marks the emergence of a separate category of literature
for children.94 However, in her book Brown Gold: Milestones of African-American
Children’s Picture Books (2004), literary scholar Michelle Martin calls the second half of
the 20th century “the golden age of African American children’s literature.”95 During this
period, changes were seen in the way authors approached black characters. There was a
shift from works such as Ten Little Niggers (1875) that used black children as “objects of
humor” to children’s books honoring black culture and exposing African American
culture to both black and white children by the 1950s.96 These changes were slow and
subtle, but culminated. In 1966, the Council on Interracial Books for Children was
established, which was a great triumph for African American children’s literature. 97 An
important component of this literature was books about black pride, defining African
Americans as an independent and courageous group of people with a rich sense of
identity and history. However, books about black culture not only surfaced, but
children’s books featuring ordinary, rather than disadvantaged, black characters emerged.
This stands in sharp contrast to children’s literature produced a century earlier. Literature
during the Civil War era had defined African American characters as a distinct “other,” if
black characters were present in the literature at all. In abolitionist literature, blacks were
people who suffered as slaves, and the child’s godly innocence led him/her to desire to
help the poor souls. In more southern-leaning literature, blacks were portrayed as an
inferior other who was inherently unequal.
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However, during the 1960s, African American characters emerged in children’s
fiction and picture books in particular as everyday children experiencing everyday things.
The black children featured in children’s fiction were not differentiated because of their
skin color, but instead were depicted as typical, carefree children. Ezra Jack Keats
children’s picture book, The Snowy Day (1962), was the first picture book featuring a
black child as the main character and won the Caldecott Award. The Snowy Day
portrays a day in the life of a young black child named Peter who wakes up to a world of
snow and enjoys the day playing in the white mist. He crunches on the snow with his
boots, builds a snowman, makes snow angels, and slides down a steep hill of snow. The
book includes illustrations of Peter accompanied by brief text.98 Although his image as a
black child is contrasted against the white snow on every page, the difference is not the
focus of the book; instead, it is the story of a day enjoyed by an innocent child. Civil
War era children’s literature, including abolitionist literature, nearly always defined a
clear distinction between blacks and whites as two separate classes. However, this
distinction is not even mentioned in The Snowy Day.
What Mary Jo Shared (1966) and Sam (1967) are two other children’s fictional
picture books that portray the idea of universal childhood through stories recounting the
daily experience of childhood through the use of black characters. Janice May Udry’s
What Mary Jo Shared portrays the experience of a young black girl named Mary Jo at
school. She is described as any young child might be, as the book shows her journey
from a shy girl anxious to speak in front of her class to a confident girl.99 Mary Jo’s class
includes both white and black children, yet there is no distinction made between black
and white childhoods as in the earlier literature.
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In a similar manner, Ann Herbert Scott’s Sam tells the story of a young African
American boy who experiences what any young child goes through; Sam wants to find a
playmate in his house but his parents and siblings are all busy with their own activities
and have no time for him. Sam is scolded by his mother for touching a kitchen knife,
screamed at by his sister for grabbing her doll, reprimanded by his father for punching
keys on his typewriter, and yelled at by his brother for touching his schoolbooks. 100 As
an innocent child simply wanting to play, he does not understand that his family is
occupied, yet they still love him. The book shows illustrations of the African American
family and their experiences as if they were any other family. Sam’s childhood is not a
black childhood, but a universal childhood. During the Civil War era, the institution of
slavery robbed black children of enjoying an innocent childhood, and the literature of the
period depicted this through stories of backbreaking slave labor and slave children being
separated from their parents. However, these children’s picture books of the 1960s show
that black children were beginning to experience childhood in the same way as their
white counterparts. There was a precedent for this. The Children’s Charter of 1930
paved the way for establishing a universal experience of childhood, as it defined the
rights of childhood as a “racially inclusive category.” 101 The administration of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt drew further from the Children’s Charter and the idea of the universal
child in the 1940s with the White House Conference on Children in a Democracy.
Roosevelt’s administration concluded that extending the rights of childhood to African
American children could solve the nation’s problem of racial discrimination.102
Addressing civil rights issues within the context of the child was compelling and
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effective. By the 1960s, an increasing portion of Americans came to see childhood as
universal and no longer a separate concept for blacks and whites.
During the 1960s, there were also many books published specifically for black
children, written largely by African American authors with the intention of showing pride
in African American history and origins. 103 Many of these books came in the form of
black history books for children such as The Progress of the Afro-American (1969), AfroAmericans, Then and Now (1969), March Toward Freedom (1970), The Black Man in the
Land of Equality (1969), Venture for Freedom (1969), Black Americans: Their History
and Contributions (1965), and many others. These non-fiction books made the
distinction between blacks and whites known unlike the children’s fiction, yet the
distinction was one of pride and courage in contrast to the 19th century division of white
superiority and black inferiority.
Lucille Clifton’s book, The Black BCs (1970), serves as a central example of a
book within the black pride genre that both provides young readers with an understanding
of African American history and promotes racial change through child agency. Michelle
Martin calls Clifton’s book a “revisionist history” specifically for children, praising the
book for its duality in that it both instills a sense of pride in young black readers and also
provides young white readers with new perspectives.104 The book documents an A-Z
history of African Americans, including information about Africa, the Middle Passage,
Fredrick Douglass, Martin Luther King, slavery, and even a young slave girl named Lucy
Terry who wrote the first poem by an African American in 1746.105 However, the most
notable part of The Black BCs comes in its final pages. The letter “Y” features a spread
with an illustration of black and white children holding hands with text that reads:
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Y is for Youth
if any man
or men can save us
the young folk can.
Young Americans, white and black, have begun to ask question and seek
answers in ways that promise to bring reality to the dreams of Martin
Luther King.106
Clifton’s book returns to the idea of agency for change stemming from the thoughts and
actions of the innocent child. Children reading The Black BCs see themselves defined as
the hope and promise for the future. Continuing the emphasis on the unity of black and
white children, the final page of the book reads:
Z is for Zenith
the highest, the top
the place for us
and there we’ll stop.107
Ending the book in this way is powerful, as it changes the structure to have the words
come from children themselves, implying that children are already on the path to
transcend racism and discrimination. During the Civil War era, juvenile abolitionist
literature led children to believe that slaves needed saving by sympathetic white
abolitionists in the North. The idea of “the young folk” saving “us” written in The Black
BCs shows a real contrast to the earlier period. The saviors shifted to black and white
youth working together, rather than the godly white child alone. During the civil rights
era, children of both races had the potential to solve political and social issues together,
and they were seen as the great promise of the future. In some cases, literature led
children to become real agents of change themselves, while in other cases, it was more
the idea of childhood that helped promote the need for racial change.
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The Quest for Universal Childhood: Rhetoric of the Civil Rights Movement
Some picture books broke down the boundaries of difference between black and
white childhoods, and with the emergence of African American history books for
children, black children were beginning to be viewed as individuals, standing as their
own group. The idea of race-free childhood was at the forefront of the Civil Rights
Movement. Black children were no longer victims in need of saving from white “saints,”
but instead they were to be seen as equals with white children. In many ways, the Civil
Rights Movement was an affirmation of the idea of universal childhood, as portrayed in
the picture books The Snowy Day, What Mary Jo Shared, and Sam discussed previously.
It was about deconstructing racial difference among children in order to equalize
opportunity for black children. Martin Luther King equated the movement with his
children, articulated through his words in his I Have a Dream (1963) speech:
I have a dream that my four little children will live in a nation where they
will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their
character…I have a dream that one day…little black boys and black girls will be
able to join hands with little white boys and white girls as sisters and brothers.108
Childhood was an important political platform for the movement, and as Rebecca de
Schweinitz claims, the idea of saving black childhood was a powerful vindication for the
movement because white America was far more willing to help black children than
address overarching issues of racism.109
In her book, If We Could Change the World: Young People and America’s Long
Struggle for Racial Equality (2009), de Schweinitiz argues that the idea of preserving the
sanctity of childhood was central to the Civil Rights Movement. The need for Brown vs.
Board of Education of Topeka in 1954 to stop segregation in American schools showed
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that there was a “gap between the nation’s childhood ideals and realities,” as the evidence
of inequality used in the case proved that black children were not enjoying the same
luxury of childhood in the American democracy as white children.110 Even though older
Victorian ideas of sheltered childhood innocence had declined in liberal circles,
childhood was still a sensitive issue and came with political debate during the 1960s.
Liberals pushed the idea of child agency and its potential to transcend racism, while
conservatives wanted to keep childhood sheltered, yet neither side of the political
spectrum could deny that “racism threatened American childhood.” 111 Racism threatened
childhood for both black and white children. Actions such as bombings and hate mobs at
newly integrated schools corrupted the sanctity of childhood for both races, as black
children endured direct violence and white children experienced shock as they watched
such acts of violence occur. In the context of the Civil Rights Movement, part of
childhood innocence meant protecting both black and white children from harm. The
murder of the four little girls at the 16th Street Birmingham Church bombing in 1963
affronted this notion and therefore resulted in outrage from both sides of the political
spectrum. Children were certainly exposed to violence and the wrongs of racism more
openly during the 1960s than the previous century, particularly in the literature of the
period that rejected the old idea of bowdlerizing racial issues and hiding racial strife from
children. Yet, the notion still held that racial injustice was magnified through the prism
of both the black and the white child, whose sanctity was violated by that injustice.
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The Limits of Segregationist Forces in the Context of Childhood and Civil Rights
Juvenile Literature
The notion of preserving white childhood innocence during the 1960s came in a
more discriminatory form from segregationists. Like leaders of the Civil Rights
Movement who used children as a central political platform, segregationist adults
directed their concerns during the period toward the child. These white, segregationist
parents believed blocking integration of schools was protecting and preserving white
childhood.112 Blacks were seen as troublesome, and some white parents feared the
corruptive influence on their sacred white children and their white neighborhoods. 113
They maintained the idea that the notion of the innocent childhood should be reserved for
white children, as black children were different and inferior because of their skin color
and background.
The children’s literature of the period was largely progressive, with the fiction
and picture books tending to dismiss distinctions between black and white childhood
altogether and the non-fiction exposing children of both races to African American
history. However, there was still a small class of books produced during the period that
met the interests of segregationists, though their interests were met far less directly than
literature catering to southern slaveholding families during the Civil War era. One of
these books is titled Sweet Pea: A Black Girl Growing Up in the Rural South (1969) by
Jill Krementz, and it makes a point of showing young readers that black children were
different and lived a much more disadvantaged life. Although published in the North, it
meets segregationist adult interests in many ways. The book does not directly attack
African Americans with discrimination, but as it describes the life of the elementary-
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school-aged Sweet Pea, she is portrayed in a segregated setting and her poverty is
highlighted above all else. The book tells readers about the way Sweet Pea receives free
lunch at school, bathes in a small metal tub, and shares a bed with her Mama and sister.
The book includes photographs of a young black girl at a run-down house and an allblack school and church.114 Throughout the book, young readers see that the black
children are closed off from the rest of the world and segregated to be with children of
their own race rather than interacting with white children. Unlike monumental picture
books of the period such as The Snowy Day (1962), Sweet Pea: A Black Girl Growing Up
in the Rural South maintains the distinction between black and white children, portraying
blacks in a racially isolated community that is worlds away from white communities and
ways of life. However, segregationist notions in the context of childhood held a limited
influence during the 1960s. The literature could not powerfully convey such notions
either, as the concept of the universal child prevailed through the period. Segregationist
calls for maintaining segregation and discrimination towards the black child were not
only not compelling, but inhumane as well. Through acts of racial violence such as
subjecting black children to riots as they entered school and even murder in the case of
the young girls killed in the 16th Street Baptist Church bombing in Birmingham,
segregation and racism not only denied childhood to black children, but denied them
humanity.
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The Case of Ruby Bridges: An Example of Superiority of Childhood Innocence
during the Civil Rights Movement
The story of Ruby Bridge serves as a powerful illustration of the inhumanity of
targeting children with racial injustice and violence. Ruby Bridges was the first black
student to attend the previously all-white William Franz Public School in New Orleans in
1960. Her high test scores made her one of six African American students qualified to be
part of the integration of two selected public schools in New Orleans at the time, and she
desegregated William Franz on her own. Surrounded by four members of the U.S.
National Guard, Ruby entered school to crowds of picketers holding racist signs calling
for continued segregation and even a handmade toy coffin with a black child inside. On
her second day at the school, the number of picketers had doubled, and when she entered
the school, all 500 students walked out. She spent her entire year of first grade alone in a
classroom with her teacher, Mrs. Henry, because the white parents would not allow their
children to interact with her.115
Norman Rockwell’s famous painting The Problem We All Live With (1964)
portrays Ruby entering the all-white school accompanied by towering U.S. marshals.
She is dressed neatly in a white dress, white socks, white shoes, and wears her hair
carefully plaited with ribbons. Carrying a school book and a ruler, she appears confident.
Her pure appearance is contrasted by the rotten tomato splashed behind her and the racist
graffiti on the walls.116 The title of Rockwell’s painting refers to the issue of racism as
“the problem we all live with,” but the painting shows more than that; it shows the way
innocent black childhood was still denied during the 1960s. As the child, guilty of
nothing, Ruby is seen as morally superior to all the adults who surround her because of
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the way she simply pushes away the racism and holds her head high. The Problem We
All Live With is also notable because Rockwell is known as a pillar of conservative
American culture who expressed his views through his work in The Saturday Evening
Post. The painting stemmed from Rockwell’s outrage with the injustice and humiliation
the black child was forced to endure. Rockwell’s conservative political position shows
that calls for the eradication of racism towards children were not limited to liberal circles,
but extended to both sides of the political spectrum. The concept of universal childhood
was apolitical in many ways.
During a presentation Bridges gave at Pennsylvania State University in January
2013, a young boy in the audience asked her if she was ever scared during her time as the
only black student at William Franz public school, and she replied that she doesn’t
remember being scared, because she did not understand what was really going on. In this
sense, her innocence protected her. However, her innocence also allowed her to be an
agent for change and what the program organizers called “the youngest foot soldier of the
Civil Rights Movement.” Her innocence allowed her to take the courageous step to
integrate the New Orleans public school on her own.117
During Bridges’ speech, she noted the way the racism and hatred she was targeted
with primarily came from white parents, who taught their children to hate African
American children, justified by the reasoning that they needed to protect the white child’s
innocence from the threat of integration. Expressing their hatred, these parents formed
the mobs outside of the school that threw things at Ruby and waved hateful signs; it was
the parents who told their white children to stay away from Ruby. Bridges believes that
racism is “an adult disease.”118 During the 1960s, white children were largely open to
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integration; it was their white parents and the ideas they put in their children’s minds that
were not. As morally superior to adults, Bridges sees children as the hope and promise
for racial change for America’s future. 119

Befriending vs. Saving: Child Agency and Civil Rights Era Juvenile Literature
During the civil rights era, there was an evident shift in the juvenile literature
from the idea of saving black children to befriending black children in terms of the white
child’s activist role. Such ideas about the superiority of the innocent child when it comes
to fostering racial and social change is reflected in this literature through a children’s
fiction book by Libby Klaperman titled A Different Girl (1969). The fictional chapterbook tells the story of the arrival of a young black girl named Peggy to a primarily allwhite community in the West. A young white girl named Betty Lou welcomes Peggy as
a new friend, telling her mother that she doesn’t think about Peggy as different at all.120
Although some parents are worried about Peggy joining the all-white fifth-grade class
and exclude her from events, Betty Lou is eager to play with Peggy, work with her at
school, and invite her to her birthday party. In the Civil War era book Uncle Tom’s
Cabin (1852), the young white girl, Eva, was seen as heroic for wanting to save black
children and slaves. However, in A Different Girl, Betty Lou simply befriends Peggy and
sees her as a peer. Betty Lou is contrasted with another girl in the fifth-grade class
named Sherry, who expresses resistance and hate towards Peggy because her mother told
her that a black family moving to the neighborhood would be “troublesome.” 121 Sherry’s
ideas about Peggy as “different” stem from her mother, reflecting Ruby Bridges’ notion
that racism is an adult-driven issue.
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As a fifth-grader, Betty Lou’s agency and moral superiority are almost
subconscious. Her innocence allows her to befriend Peggy with open arms, yet she is
rather unaware of racism. As a child growing up in a university town in Wisconsin, she
does not understand the meaning of Jim Crow or racial discrimination, because she has
not witnessed such institutional prejudice. Betty Lou’s pure, romantic sense of innocence
ultimately allows her to erase the boundaries between black and white children, and she
serves as a role model and leader of her peers.
Because of the way she befriends Peggy, Betty Lou’s agency contrasts with the
portrayal of the child’s moral action in the Civil War era literature such as expressed
through the character of Little Laura in the story Little Laura, The Kentucky Abolitionist
(1859). Unlike Betty Lou, Laura is not the friend or equal of blacks and her virtue does
not come from sharing a common childhood with the slave, but from empathy for the
suffering of the mistreated slaves. She does not form direct bonds with the slaves, but
instead calls for monetary assistance to aid them from a safe distance. The contrast
between Laura and Betty Lou shows a shift from charity to shared humanity and identity.
Betty Lou’s older sister, Susan, exhibits this modern idea of moral action even
more in A Different Girl when she decides to organize a youth forum at the high school to
openly discuss racism and discrimination. Susan tells her family that “many of the boys
and girls are thoughtless; they don’t even realize that they’re doing something wrong.
Take Jackie Higgins…Maybe if he knew and understood how cruel he was – absolutely
cruel – and how uncharitable it is even to think of people in terms of their religion or
color and not in terms of their own selves.”122 Susan decides to initiate a discussion
about the wrongs of racism and tells the student body that she decided to create the youth
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forum because “we suddenly realized we were in the midst of a race struggle
ourselves…we realized that our ignorance might lead to thoughtless hurts and
disappointments. Our class executive decided to bring our beliefs and our prejudices out
in the open where we can understand them better.”123 Susan moderated a question and
answer forum with a panel of students, including the only African American student in
her class named Roger. As a high school student, Susan does not possess the pure
innocence of her sister, Betty Lou; she is consciously aware of the presence of racism.
However, Susan’s identity as a child makes her more willing to enthusiastically confront
racism and prejudice and help promote change among the students in her community.
She has not become jaded, which means she has not lost the spark of romantic innocence
prompting moral outrage and action. The success of the youth forum can partly be
attributed to the way it was a discussion among youth without the intervention of white
parents and their notions of racism.
Child readers of both the black and white races can relate to the characters of
Betty Lou, Peggy, and Susan and see these girls as examples to follow when it comes to
their own thoughts, behaviors, and actions.

For instance, readers see Betty Lou and

Peggy interacting as best friends without regard to the color of their skin. The praise
Susan receives from the community for initiating the youth forum also inspires child
readers of both races to take action against discrimination and unite as youth. Ultimately,
Klaperman’s A Different Girl is very reflective of the way children were seen as far more
powerful forces of transcending racism than adults during the civil rights era. Children
were no longer protected or seen as angelic, but instead were exposed to reality and
became their own community of leaders of the Civil Rights Movement.
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Differences in Black and White Childhood Innocence: A Backwards Jump
During the 1960s, there was certainly far less of a gap between the concepts of
black and white childhood innocence when compared to the Civil War era. Slave
children were robbed of childhood innocence altogether, as the institution of slavery
violated the idea of purity and sanctity that defined innocence, while white children were
to be protected in their “innocence” and subsequently led to express a natural sympathy
and charity toward the slave because of this innocence. However, even during the civil
rights era, the assertion of racial equality and the commonality of childhood did not make
it a fact: White children continued to be sheltered from violent and overt acts of racism
often times; they did not understand the meaning of racial hatred in their majority-white
schools that were maintained through the early 1960s due to the slow implementation
process of Brown vs. Board (1954). In contrast, black children were exposed to and
experienced direct discrimination; many even saw acts of racism as a norm.
Klaperman’s A Different Girl illustrates this gap. While Betty Lou’s wonderous
innocence is what allows her to embrace and befriend Peggy, she still does not
understand what Peggy is going through. When a burning cross is placed on the lawn of
Peggy’s home, Betty Lou reacts with shock and tears; she is disturbed by this racist act
committed by what she calls “wicked people.”124 Peggy is far less emotionally affected
when this happens because she has experienced racial prejudice many times before.
Although authors of civil rights books for children were in fact trying to remove this
naiveté from the sheltered white child, it inevitably remained. The white child can
express empathy, outrage, and even be an agent for racial change and civil rights, but the
characters in A Different Girl show that the sheltered innocence of the white child
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separated her from the black child and compromised the ideal of the cross-race bonding
between children.
Another fictional children’s book, New Boy in School (1963) by May Justus
further explores this idea of difference between white and black childhood, with a call to
white kids to recognize the continued stresses of black children even in the age of
integration. New Boy in School tells the story of a young black boy named Lennie who
moves with his family from Newton, Louisiana to Nashville, Tennessee, where he finds
he is the only black face in his first-grade class. Unlike A Different Girl, New Boy in
School focuses on the experience of the young black character rather than the heroic
white friend. The book shows that black children are accustomed to a separate, inferior
world. When Lennie enters his new school, which his father calls an “integrated school,”
Lennie explains that “it wasn’t a bit like his old school. It had been an unpainted house
which had only one room and one teacher for the whole school. The walls had many
cracks and only a few windows. [In his new school], Miss Baker’s room had clean,
bright walls with gay pictures, and so many windows.” 125 Lennie is accustomed to a
different way of life and experience at school – an experience that is inferior and even
dangerous at times. He feels intimidated by the integrated school, which his father calls
“a school where Negro children and white children study and play together,” but in fact
Lennie is the only black child in his class.126 During his first day at school, Lennie is
intimidated by all the white faces of his classmates, and because of his past experiences
with discrimination, he is sure that a few of the students are snickering at him when he
sees them laughing. 127 When a white boy in the class named Terry tries to befriend
Lennie, he is initially hesitant to respond because of his past experiences with
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discrimination that have led him to believe that “they don’t like me because I’m
Negro.”128
Lennie is cautious around the white children and keeps to himself because of his
different skin color, while Terry gives no thought to Lennie’s race when he interacts with
him. However, like the importance of Betty Lou in A Different Girl, it is ultimately Terry
who creates positive change through his activism. Terry’s choice to befriend Lennie and
speak kindly to him changes Lennie’s entire experience at school. Terry even serves as
an example for the other children in the class, as they soon follow his lead and decide to
befriend Lennie, too.129 New Boy in School shows the way the agency of the innocent
white child improves life for the black child, who is ultimately less innocent and more
wary of others because of past experiences with racism. The white child is not a savior
through acts of charity and sympathy, but instead a savior through moral action and the
choice to openly befriend the black child. This component of the literature reflects the
paternalism of the Victorian era. Under the quest for the ideal of black-white unity
within childhood, inevitable differences led to a less visible return to Victorian divisions
between the meaning of childhood for the two races. The rhetoric of the Civil Rights
Movement and emphasis on achieving universal childhood overshadowed this return, yet
differences between the black and white child remained.
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Conclusion
The civil rights era is one of the two central periods of American history focused
on race. Although not specifically about childhood, debates surrounding the movement
dealt with the idea of childhood, and thus childhood was a central political platform for
civil rights issues. The children’s literature of the period reflected the way the idea of
childhood was central to the movement. Different forms of literature approached black
and white childhoods in different ways. Picture books such as The Snowy Day (1962),
What Mary Jo Shared (1966), and Sam (1967) deconstructed the notion of racial
difference in childhood and portrayed a universal, racially-inclusive childhood
experience. The category of non-fiction recounting African American history and
biography produced a large number of books during the 1960s. Unlike the picture books,
these books showed African Americans as separate, yet their difference was one
associated with pride and courage, rather than the notions of black inferiority present in
the Civil War era literature. A few books remained that maintained the idea of black
segregation, such as Jill Krementz’s Sweet Pea (1969), yet the assertion of prejudice and
discrimination was far less direct and far less accepted than earlier white-supremacist
literature.
With the decline of Lockean notions of innocence about the need to shelter the
child, the 1960s allowed the child entry into the un-innocent world of racism and
discrimination. Publications of children’s literature such as Libby Klaperman’s A
Different Girl (1969) show that faith was put in children to become agents of societal
change, and their innocence allowed them to more easily promote such change and break
the cycle of racism. Childhood innocence was no longer associated with shielding the
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child and passive existence. It was instead seen as a period of life when idealism and
action could be nurtured out of the innocent humanity of the child, who could recognize
the equality of the races and act to undo the prejudices of the past. The literature of the
period served as an important tool promoting and reflecting this notion. However, as
literature such as New Boy in School (1963) shows, there remained differences between
the experiences of black and white children. The reality of the time period frustrated the
ideal of the interracial community and impaired cross-race friendships and relationships.
Still, with its designation as the “golden age of African American children’s literature,”
the latter half of the 20th century was full of books encouraging children to think on their
own and in particular question the system of racism and take action to foster change.130
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Conclusion

Definitions of childhood innocence shifted between the 19 th and 20th centuries,
and these notions were reflected in the children’s literature of the period, serving as a tool
to reinforce tradition, promote charity and sympathy, or call for childhood agency. The
literature aligned with specific ideological, political, and social interests driven by adults,
yet also held a cultural power that spoke to children as individuals with the potential to
transcend racism of the past generations. In terms of race and slavery, the literature was
an important means of education and understanding in some ways, yet ultimately
reflected pre-defined pro-southern, northern, or abolitionist interests that all still upheld
white superiority. However, with children at the forefront, the Civil Rights Movement
offered hope for a new, race-neutral childhood. White children no longer represented the
saviors of black children, but instead the two races stood on equal footing during
childhood. Yet, the reality of racial discrimination compromised cross-racial bonding in
childhood. The pervasion of inescapable racial difference, even during a time period
labeled as racially progressive, returns us to a world of Victorian notions of sheltering the
child, with continual calls for protecting the innocent child.
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